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Wow, what a big plane Pigletté
and BoBo’s friends are flying in

on. Are all Germans as big
as their planes?
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Runé and Alexander have come to
visit Pigletté and BoBo. Runé is

from Sweden, and Alexander
is from Estonia.
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They have come to see all the sights
the Pacific Northwest has to

offer—and, of course, to see the
boys in their home environment.
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The first stop is at Seattle
Center to see the Space Needle.

It was built for the
1962 World’s Fair.
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Next we are off on a monorail
ride to downtown. Work has
begun to expand the monorail
from Ballard to West Seattle.
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After the monorail, Runé takes
Pigletté and BoBo on a

streetcar ride. Runé is a fan of
public transportation.
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Next we are off on a ferry boat
ride. Uncle Markie decides to

catch up on his reading.
Runé looks happy.
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Alexander kills time by taking
some portraits of himself.

Does Alexander look happy?
Uncle Markie thinks so.
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Time to think about leaving for
Oregon for a visit to Breitenbush
Hot Springs, where Pigletté and

BoBo first met.
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Runé looks very comfortable in
the hot springs. Are there hot
springs close to your house?
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Wow, look at the steam coming
off Alexander!

He must be one hot guy.
But where are the boys?
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Oh, no! A woodland yeti
has gotten ahold of Pigletté

and BoBo.
Whatever will they do to escape?
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Luckily, the yeti just wants to tell
the boys about the floor show

that is coming up this evening in
the main lodge.
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And what a floor show it is! This
gentleman is playing the hurdy

gurdy — a very old instrument
often played by Gypsies.
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This gentleman is telling
Javanese folk tales.

UncleMarkie gets a little scared
by the mask. Does it scare you?
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What a large cast the show has!
Maybe Pigletté and BoBo
should join them, like running

away to the circus.
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But all too soon, it is time for
Pigletté and BoBo to put

UncleMarkie to bed.
Hey! What’s with the ears?
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The next day, UncleMarkie and
the visitors pack up and head for

the Edgefield Winery
(and distillery, and brew house).
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Wow, what a big room they have.
Look at all those towels!

UncleMarkie reminds the boys not
to take any home with them.
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But the boys do find something
to take home with them from the
winery — several BIG bottles

of wine for the cellar.
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Alas, it is time for Pigletté and
BoBo to return to Seattle.

Wow, this building is old. That’s
another word for “character.”
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As they drive into Seattle,
Pigletté and BoBo spot the city
they call home — at least until

they move to Canada.
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The End
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Collect the entire series—
be the first on your block!

Pigletté Goes to Argentina
Pigletté Goes to Northern California

Pigletté Goes Hawaiian
Pigletté Takes the Concorde

Pigletté Goes to Camp
Pigletté and BoBo Do Tokyo

Pigletté and BoBo See Hong Kong
Pigletté and BoBo Head East

Pigletté and BoBo in the National Parks
Pigletté and BoBo Go Home

Pigletté and BoBo Go to Costa Rica
Pigletté and BoBo Go to Summer Camp
Pigletté and BoBo Join the ManScouts

Pigletté and BoBo in the New Territories
Pigletté and BoBo in Berkeley

Pigletté and BoBo in Kansas City
Pigletté and BoBo Trash Orange County

Pigletté and BoBo Christmas in Palm Springs
Pigletté and BoBo Winter in Zagreb
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